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VANUA
Solesolevaki: nurturing communities through
revitalisation of collective building culture

Research Journal
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The Project
In December 2020 cyclone Yasa devastated the village
on Nabavatu, Fiji displacing 87 homes. Due to geological
instability the government is seeking to relocate the
settlement a few kilometres south-west and further
from Nasoto creek (known locally as Dreketi river).
WomenBuild began a process of remotely engaging
with one family in this village to design and re-build
their home in a way that revitalised traditional Fijian
ways of collaboration and engagement.
Nabavatu means ‘village on stone’. There is a local quarry
within 5 kilometres of the site. Initial investigations
indicate red clay subsoil. Whilst native hardwoods
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(cinnamon, buabua and dogo) and softwoods (vaveyo,
dilo) are locally available, sources are being depleted by
natural disaster and unsustainable harvesting practices.
The closest water source is a saltwater estuarine river
which is used for washing and bathing. Rainwater is
used for drinking and household use and solar panels
and personal generator` are the only power source for
domestic lighting. The primary fuel source for cooking
is firewood. In the absence of central waste collection,
rubbish is also burnt. Pit toilets are commonly used.
Thriving market gardens containing fresh green and
staple root crops sustain many families. However, these
are at threat of contamination from unmanaged grey
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and blackwater.
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The Project
Clearing of new settlement in progress

The Project
This project integrates our experience on previous
government

funded

projects

with

international

humanitarian organisations in Fiji. We offer this project
as an alternative, an alternative which integrates
Western

technology

and

processes

with

Fijian

vernacular and innovative natural building techniques.
Our process also begins to articulate a methodology
for engaging remotely in a post-covid environment
using technology to stay connected whilst empowering
our clients and collaborators on the ground.
We call this project ‘Vanua’ which is the iTaukei
(Indigenous

Fijian)

way

of

understanding

and

communicating identity. This is where authentic
engagement begins and is a key challenge of
humanitarian shelter responses. We return to iTaukei
ways of relating and being to inform our design and
construct process as a way of revitalising aspects
of culture that are lying dormant within many Fijian
villages and are particularly threatened in peri-urban
village contexts.

Climate change is increasing the frequency and
severity of natural disasters across the globe. For
island nations such as Fiji, rising sea levels, cyclones,
tidal waves and flood inundation are causing the most
significant impacts. In addition, the remoteness of
many rural villages across the Asia-Pacific can result
in communication and logistical challenges for the
deployment of domestic government and international
aid. The empowerment of communities to prepare and
respond to natural disasters utilising their own skills
and relational networks will be vital for their ongoing
resilience. This project seeks to encourage Indigenous
Fijian (iTaukei) people to maintain and innovate within
their indigenous building customs, knowledge and
traditions to alleviate their reliance on external aid
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post-disaster.20
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The Place

The Place

Existing Village

Nabavatu, Vanua Levu

Vanua Levu, Fiji

Dreketi River
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The People

The People

Who are we?
WomenBuild is a feminised research
led architectural practice. We seek to
empower women in the Asia Pacific to
shape their own environments.

Emma Healy
Emma is an architect of Irish convict and British
coloniser heritage living, working and raising
a family in Meanjin, [so-called] Australia. Her
work is centred on cultural literacy, community
engagement, regenerative practices and
creating social impact. She is currently a design
manager at Reddog Architects and has also
worked as a project manager for Architects
Without Frontiers.

Loata (Debra Fong) Ho
Loata is a feminist researcher and founder of
WomenBuild. She is also mother to a daughter and
Fiji’s only architecturally trained Indigenous woman in
her community. She is of mixed iTaukei and Chinese
heritage. The A I Tatadra project for the women of
Cakaudrove province won an International Good
Design Award and has represented the Pacific region
at the Venice Biennale. She is currently undertaking
post graduate research in post-disaster recovery.
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Lewa Toloi (Kiristiana Yauyau)
Lewa lives in her ancestral village of Nabavatu,
Fiji where she is raising four children, running
a household and maintaining a thriving garden
of dalo, bele, pumpkin, beans and tavioka
which feeds her entire family. She is currently
collaborating with WomenBuild on the design of
her family’s new home.
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Project Overview

completed
partially completed (75%)
yet to be completed
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Project Overview
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Project Overview
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Vanua
(context)
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The word Vanua literally translated means ‘land’ however this fails
to acknowledge the essence and significance of the word, which
is more akin to the Indigenous Australian concept of ‘Country’.
Vanua is holistic and encompasses the social, cultural, physical
and spiritual terrain which informs the itaukei sense of self.1 Like
most Indigenous cultures this sense of self is defined by one’s
position within the collective – the village, district and province
and ancestors (both human and more than human). In Fiji
approximately 83% of the land is Indigenous owned. 2
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Vanua
Understanding and articulating our cultural positioning
in the context of the village, the land, the family and
tribe is crucial at the outset. There are three central
collaborators whose cultural relationship to each other
is well defined - home owner and cultural head of the
family (Ropate), home maker, primary caregiver and
subsistence farmer (Lewa) and the aunty, designer and
researcher (Loata). The secondary collaborator is the
cultural outsider and architect (Emma). In addition to
familial connections between the collaborators there
is also a long standing relationship of trust akin to an
adopted familial connection between Loata and Emma
which enables their transparent communication. Loata
has also established research protocols in the Nabavatu
village on previous projects. We acknowledge the
significance of this decades long relational groundwork
which is simply not realistic for many similar projects.

Vanua
Ni sa bula vinaka…
Au saka…au gone marama itaukei…mai na koro…o
Nabavatu, tikina… o dreketi, i na yasana…o Macuata.
I greet everyone here today…sir and madam…
I am a Fijian woman…from the village of Nabavatu…
district of Dreketi and region of Macuata

Respect underpins all Fijian social behaviour. Itaukei
culture is hierarchical3,4 and primarily (although not
always) paternalistic.5 Nabavatu village is patriarchal
and this is the village of Loata’s father’s birth. As such,
Loata commences the project by introducing herself
formally, stating her place within the context of the
Vanua.
20
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Vanua
There are many challenges facing
rural, Indigenous Fijian women.16,17

A successful project for
women will benefit their
family
and
communities
collectively
irrespective
of
status and gender without
compromising their health,
safety and well-being. Inclusive
developments must reaffirm
the
cultural
sensitivities7
that rural women navigate
and develop instruments to
engage consultation with the
women and their respective
communities.
This is why building a home for Lewa
and her family must begin with an
acknowledgment and respect for the
strongly hierarchical and paternalistic
context16 and navigate any potential
disruptions to Lewa’s relationships,
connections,
kinship
ties
and
communal values. The maintenance of
Lewa and Loata’s cultural relationship
is crucial to this process.
Maintaining cultural safety17a also
includes the manner and extent to
which knowledge is communicated
in research. As an Indigenous female
researcher working directly with her
patrilineal village this complexity and
22

Vanua
the responsibility not to disrupt social
structures that currently exist is felt
more acutely by Loata than a cultural
outsider.
In Indigenous Fijian governing social
structures the Vanua refers to the
highest governing authority to which
all other Indigenous collectives pay
homage and respect.6 Beneath the
Vanua, within this context is the Tikina
(province/district), Yavusa (tribe), Koro
(village), Mataqali (clan) and Tokatoka
(family).5
Our previous project (Cakaudrove
Womens’ Resource Centre in Savusavu)
sought to revitalise traditional cultural
methods of resource distribution
by working at the Vanua and Tikina
level. Despite the support of the
Roko Tui (provincial administrator)
and traditional protocols3 being
followed this aspiration was ultimately
unsuccessful
resulting
in
the
commercial procurement of materials
and labour. The reason for this may
have been the larger scale of the
project, the site context being in a
township rather than on traditional
land and the unfamiliarity of Indigenous
rural women holding the authority to
procure buildings. Another key factor
may have been the key stakeholder
(client matriarch, Roko Tui and the
design team themselves) being
physically dispersed from the project.

Our intent with Lewa’s family home was
to learn from this by operating within
the more localised and connected
framework of the tokatoka and
mataqali social structures.5 We also
engaged more collaboratively with
the client, actively taking a back seat
in the materials sourcing, research,
site investigations and locating any
mataisau (traditional artisan builders)
who may be able to offer advice.
This groundwork is being undertaken
largely by the clients themselves with
support from in-country facilitator
Noleen Billings. Covid necessitated
this, whilst technologies like Facebook
Messenger, Zoom and Skype facilitated
and enabled the process.
The natural progression of a truly
collaborative design process would be
to continue it during the construction
phase.
Revitalising
iTaukei
communal building culture known
as solesolevaki17a would allow for the
rapid dissemination of vernacular
construction and new technologies
deployed in the build. This would
empower more iTaukei families to
design, build and maintain their own
homes using safe, sustainable and
culturally appropriate methods.

Solesolevaki is the culture
of reciprocity that defined
iTaukei village life. It is a form
of social capital and communal
cohesiveness that leads to
collective wellbeing.17
Traditionally solesolevaki was applied
to communal events, collective care
and community build processes.
Once it was determined through
the proper protocols and hierarchy
that a project was worthy, the entire
community would have a role to
play. This traditionally applied to the
construction of family homes. Whilst
solesolevaki is a thriving tradition
that can still be witnessed in many
facets of iTaukei cultural life, it is not
commonly seen in the construction of
modern village homes. The disruption
of solesolevaki is a tragic legacy of
colonialism and capitalism on iTaukei
culture. Solesolevaki was a kind
of social safety net deployed and
experienced most acutely by women,
whereby the ability to work together for
the common good, to share burdens
and
responsibilities
diminished
inequality17. The regeneration of
solesolevaki would enhance the
resilience of remote communities in
post-disaster reconstruction however
it is often overlooked in mainstream
development discourses.7
23

Talanoa
(process: conversation/collaboration)

“There should be a story. The words come out in
meeting. It’s acted constantly if it’s a good story.”
Misaele Dakuiyau (Lesuma)9
24
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Talanoa
Talanoa is a free-spirited, expressive, empathetic and
humble dialogue between two parties or more.3,17 It
may be casual, semi-formal or formal but it is always
respectful. The formality of this process is dependent
on the interplay of paternal and maternal connections
and cultural positioning of the participants. The Talanoa
engages people in an authentic, collective and spiritual
connection. It has resonances with the yarning practices
of Indigenous communities in so-called Australia. From
a professional, Western perspective talanoa could be
interpreted as an experiential form of induction and
briefing. In a pre-covid world talanoa may have looked
like a group of people chatting around a shared bowl
of kava. In today’s world our talanoa circle looks like
messenger group chats!
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Despite almost a decade of involvement
with iTaukei culture and an Indigenous
translator in Loata, the concept of
talanoa, it’s cultural significance and
it’s power to shape the briefing and
design process eluded Emma during
the duration of her involvement in
the Cakaudrove Womens’ Resource
centre project. This had implications
for communication and decision
making processes as the project
managers and designers operated
under a commercial client-architect
type hierarchical protocol whilst
the client engaged under a cultural
framework. Initial discussions with
rural stakeholders inevitably and
organically took the form of talanoa.
We travelled to remote villages and
spent significant amounts of time in
sacred spaces in seemingly ambiguous
meandering dialogue. Meals were
shared, offerings and gifts were
procured, personal anecdotes were
shared between individuals. This led
to increasingly intimate and vulnerable
exchange. This resulted in unexpected
shifts in functional priorities within
the project brief.
However, the talanoa process was
not defined or articulated beyond
this initial consultation. As a result of
this lack of understanding, it was not
maintained or encouraged between
the client representatives, project
managers and design team as the
project progressed. As such key
28

Talanoa
decisions to reprioritise the brief as
the result of budget restrictions were
made with no ownership taken by the
client, project manager or designers.
As a designer and project manager
Emma believed she was responding
appropriately to a client directive
whilst the client representatives felt
they were forced to compromise. To
this day, despite the project’s ongoing
‘success’ and a strong relationship
between client and designers, this
confusing and pivotal moment in the
process has never been clarified or
resolved.
For Lewa’s house we actively keep the
talanoa process as our central form
of engagement with the following
caveats. As ‘insider-outsiders’ we
are able to accept and critique
both the status-quo (commercial,
government, NGO and humanitarian
agency processes and outcomes) and
traditional ways. We acknowledge
and welcome this tension into the
conversations and introduce a third
way as a kind of mediator – alternative,
Western natural building technologies
and processes.

Disconnecting wet areas (bathrooms
and kitchens) from the main house as
in vernacular domestic dwellings is not
safe or convenient in the contemporary
village setting. Custom mandates that
a new mother stays in visual contact
with her child at all times. However, a
newborn is not to be taken outdoors.
Similarly, walking across morning dew
on the grass is considered a bad omen
and many of the old people will avoid
this at all costs. Rape and violence
are a significant concern, particularly
for young rural women and girls who
are most at risk being outdoors alone
at night. Therefore, the custom of
isolating amenities from living areas
creates an impossible scenario for
mothers, women and the elderly. It
was determined that the vernacular
custom of dispersed wet areas was
not a design feature we would seek to
replicate in this home.

Communal washing and cleaning areas

Talanoa

Keeping an open mind, not
assuming one way is wrong or
right and engaging in talanoa
has resulted in a number of
unexpected realisations.
29

Talanoa

Lewa in her kitchen
30

Like many early forms of architecture,
penetration of natural light and views
to the outside are minimal, due to the
lack of glass. In talanoa with Loata and
advisor Setoki Tuiteci, Emma lamented
this lack of connection to the outdoors
and what she interpreted as ‘dark
and cavernous’ interiors. With light
hearted good humour it was explained
that the tall spaces with the cool dark
interiors were ‘cosy’ and intended for
sleeping and conversation.

Outdoor kitchen

Wood is the primary source of cooking
fuel used in rural villages. Whilst fire
cooking enables fuel sovereignty it
is also a significant health hazard
and safety risk disproportionately
effecting women as well as children,
the sick, disabled and elderly. This
is exacerbated by the concept of an
attached kitchen. An increasingly
prevalent solution being offered is
LPG gas cookers. However, these are
unsustainable, have safety risks and
can be unaffordable for rural families
in the long term. As an alternative we
are seeking a partner organisation to
provide a solar powered induction
cookplate for this home.

Talanoa

Traditionally, iTaukei Fijians
would not have gone inside to
look out. The edges of spaces
were occupied, looking inwards
to a circle with one exception;
a modest opening at each of
the cardinal points as a spot to
recline and ‘call in’ neighbours
for conversation. If a connection
to nature or sunshine was
sought one might choose to sit
outside under a tree. Despite its
obviousness this explanation
was a revelation that influenced
the design of Lewa’s family
home.
Orientation and access to natural light
requires ongoing conversation. With
minimal openings solar orientation was

not a factor in traditional buildings.
Even traditional womens’ practices
such as weaving were (and continue
to be) practiced in low lighting levels.
Villages were planned intuitively
around cultural hierarchies and the
prevalence of winds. Homes were
more commonly oriented with their
short side facing towards the prevailing
direction of incoming cyclones to
minimise wind pressures (in talanoa
with Ratu Misa Lesuma9). As village
lifestyles change access to natural
light is considered more beneficial
from a practical, psychological and
health perspective.
Whilst most traditional homes would
have been a single large space,
communal sleeping is not appropriate
for many contemporary iTaukei
families. In Lewa’s home we have
provided 2 ground floor bedrooms,
with the traditional high ceiling space
of the bure utilised as a third sleeping
loft. This compromise to Westernised
notions of privacy are mitigated by
maintaining the thermally effective
double height space over the living
areas where the majority of time is
spent.
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Talanoa

Cardinal point openings

Dark interiors

Talanoa

Source: Miyagi et al (2021) ‘Field research on cyclone
damage and housing reconstruction in Fijian Village’ Japan
Architectural Review
Occupation of domestic spaces is culturally curated based on the
hierarchical relationships of occupants. Openings at the cardinal
points are minimal, used to maintain culturally appropriate
circulation paths, surveillance and hospitality. However the focal
point of gatherings is the centre of the space.
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Accurate documentation of bure construction in Navala village.
Although the structures reflect vernacular tectonic and technology,
the physical arrangement, procurement and economic model in
Navala village is centred on Western benefactors and tourism as
opposed to Indigenous reciprocal culture.
33

Sevusevu

(cultural mandate/permission)
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Sevusevu
The process of designing also calls us to
navigate various complexities where the
traditional cultural frameworks intersects
with contemporary, post-colonial conditions,
what Smith and Gegeo call the ‘in-between’
or confrontation of opposing but parallel
worlds.7,8 Many of these are deeply personal and
disrupt the notion of a detached professional
relationship.

Sevusevu

These include:
Loata’s position and maternal status as culturally dominant
Loata as a mother
Loata’s maternal and paternal connections
Loata’s long absence from her paternal village and associated cultural
obligations
Loata’s part Chinese heritage
Loata as a Western educated researcher and the influence on
mannerisms, values and language
The unfamiliarity of an Indigenous female architectural designer (there
are none currently in her community)
Emma as a cultural outsider and the associated reprieve from cultural
misdemeanours.
Emma’s ability to ‘see’ cultural contexts that are ‘invisible’ to Loata as
they are embedded within her world view.
Emma’s questioning of cultural practice within the safety of the
relationship with Loata makes cultural practice legible and transparent

36
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Sevusevu

Loata’s previous visit to Nabavatu
village included a sevusevu ceremony.
3a,4
This is a cultural protocol followed
by all ‘outsiders’ visiting a village,
where a bundle of waka roots is
presented to the village chief by a
known family spokesperson. When
the gift is accepted the outsider is
initiated into the village family for the
duration of the stay. The guest then
acknowledges this acceptance by
partaking in the communal drinking of
kava (grog). However, Loata’s absence
from her paternal village for more
than 40 years and the passing of all
her elders initiated a more significant
process known as reguregu. An
inherited family heirloom known as
tabua (whale’s tooth)4 was offered
to extinguish all cultural obstacles to
her progress and research. The village
recognises the collective benefit and
welcomes Loata on this basis.
The benefits and challenges of the
‘insider-outsider’ role are complex.
3a,17
Western researchers and aid
agency employees may not have to
navigate the same challenges as an
Indigenous female being initiated
into working within her own culture.
However, iTaukei culture is communal
and barriers will be encountered by
people whose intentions and aims do
38

Sevusevu

not have clear and direct benefits for
the community. In most instances the
form this will take is unresponsiveness
or silence.3b This can be easily
misinterpreted by Westerners. As an
Indigenous Fijian woman raised in a
rural village setting Loata articulates
this unresponsiveness as,

“We hear you, in our silence, as
someone who wants something
from us. Our silence confuses
you. We hope you hear us in our
silence.”
Unfortunately in post-disaster and
development contexts silence is
not often heard. Instead it is most
often the voices of marginalised
grassroots women with less cultural
status who will self censor and be
overlooked. Yet it is these women who
are the homemakers, caregivers and
subsistence market gardeners and
more recently entrepreneurs in their
communities. They are responsible for
managing family finances, education
and caring duties which extend
to encompassing their extended
family, including the care of their
elderly parents and in-laws.16,17,17a The
wellbeing of all rural villages resides
with this demographic.

Loata’s Uncle presenting tabua as reguregu
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Sevusevu

Sevusevu

Successful
consultation
should
establish relationships early (prior
to disasters occurring) with an
understanding of the nuances of cultural
reciprocity, kinship, mannerisms,
gestures and cultural protocols.
It must occur at the convenience
of the participants as cultural
obligations and daily subsistence will
eclipse other concerns. Christian
missionaries and European colonisers
have also embedded religious values
to the extent that they are now largely
inseparable from traditional cultural
values. Western religious beliefs
and Indigenous spirituality operate
alongside each other and are not
mutually exclusive. Unsurprisingly
traditional behaviours and attitudes
are generally upheld in remote
communities rather than peri-urban
contexts.
An insider-outsider with direct
knowledge of the nuances of
contemporary iTaukei culture and the
ability to act as a cultural translator
is essential to the success of this
process.
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Kava (grog) is served during sevusevu and reguregu
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Vadidike
(research/investigation)

42
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Vadidike
Like all living cultures iTaukei culture is not static. The
conversational talanoa methodology is leading us to
develop a home for Lewa and Ropate that integrates
relevant vernacular methods and traditional practices
whilst integrating emerging knowledge and accepting
the need for cultural adaptation. The resulting
home ‘typology’ is not recognisably vernacular or
contemporary.
Our talanoa methodology has enabled us to seek
advice from people from many places with a variety of
skills and wisdom. Our role is to filter and curate these
conversations to inform Lewa’s family home design. The
process is non-linear and takes more time, resources
and consultation than many humanitarian processes can
enable. With Lewa and Ropate’s approval this project
is a form of practice-based research. With ongoing
talanoa processes into post-occupancy and beyond,
there may be ways to slowly and incrementally inform
the way communities, governments and humanitarian
agencies proceed in future post-disaster shelter
recovery efforts.
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Vadidike
“When you look at the traditional building, the things that
would have blown away during a natural disaster are the
thatch materials which are the roofs and generally the side of
the homes, the walls. But the actual bones of it is all there…
the frame is all there. It all depends on the type of the natural
disaster. Looking at where do they build, the exposure and
siting on the available land is important. But for me your
biggest challenge is the logistics part of it…getting the
materials where you require, when you require them”
Kathy Jaeger, My Pacific Sister

45

Vadidike

Vadidike
However, there are a number of challenges
which make traditional building materials,
components and processes less practical
for modern villagers. These include:
Length of time of construction due to collection and
processing time of natural materials
Complicated logistics around coordinating human resources
for community builds
Government and NGO agency post disaster responses typically
only provide funding for contemporary material procurement
Government and NGO agencies typically only provide building
manuals and guidance for contemporary construction
methods
Long term maintenance of bures are more time consuming
Pre-disaster shelter readiness and preparation for vernacular
homes is not well understood
Lack of mataisau (artisan builders) in all communities to
disseminate knowledge about materials and techniques
Complicated cultural protocols around sourcing natural
materials which may be within mataqali territory but
monitored and controlled by a different village
Depletion of natural materials and resources

46

Anecdotally most rural Fijians
believe that vernacular bure
construction is more safe than
a modern home...

Lack of access to transportation for natural materials

Harvesting, processing and safe storage of building materials well in advance
of disaster is an important aspect of successful reconstruction using natural
materials. Each village should include a materials hub of locally sourced and
processed products that can be deployed in the event of a disaster.
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In addition to our clients, we are grateful to
the following experts for their advice and
conversation:
Setoki Tuiteci - Vernacular architecture and culture
Steph Zannakis – Natural construction (bamboo)
Dani Wolff – Natural construction (earth)
Steve Barton – Post-disaster reconstruction
Noleen Billings – Socio-cultural, in-country
Kathy Jaeger – Logistics, operations, human resources
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Yavu
(foundation)

50
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Yavu

The yavu is a traditional earth floor with a perimeter
retaining wall of stacked river stones between 300 –
700mm high.1 One of our first observations in cyclone
affected villages is the traditional stone and earth house
foundations known as yavu always remain unaffected.
Many of these yavu are left empty after the homes
they support are damaged. Evidence indicates that
it is the walls and roofs that are most often damaged
in cyclones.10 In new timber homes built on posts
the connection between the floor structure and the
concrete foundation or timber stump is another point
of weakness. An opportunity to revitalise vernacular
yavu floor construction could enhance the resilience
of rural homes. In addition, many Fijians will attest to
the thermal comfort of sleeping on reed mats on a
cool earth floor in traditional bures, which provides
desirable thermal mass in hot climates.

Yavu

Vunivalu Dreketi Yavu, Nakanacagi

Vunivalu Dreketi Yavu, Nabavatu
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Utilising contemporary natural building
techniques we are investigating
an
appropriate
methodology
for constructing this floor using
appropriate layers and percentages
of road base gravel, sand and clay.
The client has obtained donations
of gravel. Sand is readily available
in the mataqali. Utilising natural
building methods we have been able
to guide the client in preliminary
soil investigations which revealed
appropriate clay subsoil. Whilst
earthen floors are cured and sealed
using gum turpentine and linseed oil11,
we are investigating the suitability of
alternatives that are available locally
such as coconut oil and beeswax.
54

Whilst the traditional stone perimeter
walls were made of dry stacked stone,
local stonemasons generally use
mortar in new stone wall constructions.
A more accessible alternative we are
investigating for the perimeter wall is
sandbags. We are also investigating
the possibility of using gabions as
retaining, which would not require
skilled labour to construct.
Nabavatu is literally ‘village on stones’
and yavu is the literal and conceptual
foundation of this project. We will
continue with this research whilst
the homeowners Lewa and Ropate
along with local facilitator Noleen
Billings seek out any local mataisau
(traditional artisans) who remember
and can explain the traditional yavu
floor construction process.

Gravel foundation for earthbag house13

Sandbag foundation12
Gabion foundation14

There is very little information
about traditional methods of
construction of yavu. Many of
the intact yavus will remain
unutilised as it is sacred to a
particular family and cannot be
built on or destroyed by anyone
else. A yavu is a culturally sacred
artefact. For similar reasons
they cannot be dismantled to
obtain a better understanding of
the construction methodology.

Yavu
Gabion foundation14

Yavu
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Lalaga
(walls)
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Diagonal weave

Traditional Fijian vernacular wall construction uses
reed and bamboo thatch on hardwood frames
determined by the availability of local materials and
the form (curved or orthogonal). Bamboo is not used
for primary structures, but only as infill and secondary
members such as roof purlins. Timber is treated
by soaking in saltwater and homes are traditionally
fumigated by smoking at the end of the construction.
Woven bamboo thatch wall linings are effective at
allowing buildings to ventilate and breathe. However,
in cyclones bamboo walls are easily torn from their
substructure and provide no insulation or privacy.
Artisans who make simple orthogonal weave patterns
are relatively easy to find, however the more complex
diagonal ‘herringbone’ style weave patterns are less
frequently seen in contemporary village settings. These
unique and ornate patterns have the added benefit of
being additionally water resistant. Some more remote
islands have maintained this practice and may be willing
for us to document and share their techniques if the
appropriate protocols are performed.

Lalaga

Orthogonal weave

Lalaga
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Lalaga

Lalaga

Reed walls are less commonplace in
contemporary villages because of the
ongoing maintenance of replacement.
However, they have excellent insulative
properties and do not injure people
during a cyclone.
Both these vernacular options are
desirable to corrugated steel cladding
which is now a common cladding
option in villages. This resource is
easily recyclable with many residents
collecting the sheets post-cyclone for
reuse. However, they are dangerous –
rural people are regularly injured by
detached sheets during cyclones. In
addition to poor thermal performance,
the government preferred model of
concrete blockwork has the benefit of
strength when built correctly however
is more likely to be fatal in the event
of collapse.
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Our proposed hybrid wall detail for Lewa’s house utilises the
notion of a bamboo panel as a rainscreen to an internal light earth
stud framed wall with a ventilated air gap. Additionally, concrete
is expensive, unsustainable and difficult to transport. Utilising
vernacular methods it may be possible to avoid the use of cement
and concrete in this project entirely. Saltwater treated, termite
resistant native hardwoods will be used as the primary structure.
These are embedded at least 1500mm into the natural ground and
embedded in and through the yavu. Charcoal is placed around the
timber piers as a secondary line of defence against termites with
compact gravel and, black plastic to minimise rot. This fusion of
emerging natural, standard commercial and vernacular pacific
materials and technologies would perform similarly to reverse
masonry veneer providing:
- A thermally superior solution – a well shaded, breathable and
highly insulative wall
- Locally available natural materials – clay, with sand and organic
additive and bamboo
- Well established cyclone resistant methodologies using timber
wall frames with cyclone strapping in line with humanitarian agency
‘build back safer’ advice
- Building techniques that can be undertaken by lay people and
easily repaired and maintained
- A smooth, hygienic internal finish that can be patched, painted,
cleaned and maintained by the occupants
Whilst not climatically as effective, earth blocks may be an
economically sustainable option worth exploring. Housing typologies
favoured by the Fijian government in their reconstruction work
are typically slab on ground floor with concrete block walls. Earth
blocks would enable rural people to create a similar product with
their own natural resources. Village microfinancing models could
enable the purchase of compressed earth block machines to enable
a more efficient and entrepreneurial model of production.
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Diagrammatic Section Exploring the concept of reverse natural veneer
Via an in person or online workshop our intent is to build a 1:1 prototype of the
wall section to test the wall’s performance with humidity, termite resistance,
time to construct and address other challenges that may emerge.
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Sand mix

Earth building workshop with Dani Wolff,
Mullumbimby Community College

Simple tools

Lalaga
Lalaga
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Lalaga

Workshop

Lalaga

Organic matter for insulation
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Loata talking Lewa through clay mixes and testing over
messenger
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Doka
(roof)
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The steeply pitched roof form of traditional bures
provides an ideal internal climate by relegating hot air to
the high unutilised ceiling space which easily ventilates
in the evening. Traditional roof forms have the added
benefit of being aerodynamic, allowing cyclonic winds
to move in and around them with less damage to the
primary structure. Another key factor in the success of
vernacular construction is the use of twine or vine fixings
coupled with notched timber connections. These have
the benefit of being able to stretch and move under
stress without losing their integrity.
Unfortunately most buildings made recently in the
bure style rely entirely on mechanical fixings. The
craftsmanship of hardwood detailing and structural
weaving is being rapidly lost. The familiar magimagi
(coconut twine) used for decorative thatching is not
available within this mataqali. We continue to seek out
mataisau to guide us in the construction of the roof’s
primary structure using these traditional techniques
and source the walai vine which is used for this purpose.
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Disused bure in tawake
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Doka

Doka
Case Studies

Sustainably sourcing, harvesting and
treating the timbers for the primary
structure is key to the project’s success.
Native hardwoods such as buabua
are available within the mataqali and
have some natural termite and insect
resistance, especially once cured in
saltwater.
It is unlikely that we will be able
to use traditional roof thatch for
this project, due to the unrealistic
maintenance
requirements.
New
Colorbond steel roof sheeting will also
allow us to harvest and store rainwater
for domestic use as the local fresh
water source is unreliable. Using steep
pitches and aerodynamic forms with
contemporary tie down techniques
will best mitigate the potential of roof
damage during a cyclone. Reed thatch
can be used internally as ceiling
insulation.
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We are aware of three dispersed hybrid exemplars
of bure and Western construction that have
survived category 5 cyclones. Through talanoa we
are understanding more about the design and build
processes of these projects to inform Lewa’s house.

Cakaudrove Womens' Resource Centre, Savusavu
Hybrid Western/vernacular techniques were used
in the roof of the Cakaudrove Womens' Resource
Centre in Savusavu

Photos by James Mepham
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Somosomo Council of Chief’s Hall, Tavueni

“Involve the whole family; teenagers, women,
girls, children. They will learn, yes. But mostly
– it will bind them. It’s about connections.”
Ratu Misa Lesuma9

Somosomo Council of Chief’s Hall, Tavueni
Key details (via talanoa with Ratu Misa Lesuma):
Adi Tagimoucia project built in the 1970’s.
Designed by architectural firm Jaimi and Associates
Procured through a hybrid of solesolevaki and head
contractor
A trained foreman from Wailevu was authorised to direct
unskilled laborers from the villagers by head chiefs of
the area. All workers were paid. The foreman’s cultural
connection to the villagers and backing from traditional
authorities was essential to its success.
Financial backing was also reciprocal instigated with a
loan deposit from a cultural festival in the community
Designed to meet Category 4 cyclone it has since survived
Category 5 (Winston) with no damage.
Basic hand tools were used, no cranes or power tools
Primary framing – unmilled electrical posts which were
precut to length off site
Trusses were hand made on site with bolted connections
and winched into position using a simple pulley system
Construction timeframe was 12-18months
Internal terracotta tiled floor can be easily dried out and
cleaned after a cyclone
Openings were designed so that they could be opened on
the windward side and closed on the opposite side, with
high level ventilation to prevent diaphragm linings from
‘popping’
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Kioa Island Meeting House

Kioa Island Meeting House

No bures have been recently built near to our site. Isolated
communities of artisans such as the islanders of the Lau
province have maintained their construction culture
more effectively. Kioa is another remote island that
has retained its traditional communal building culture.
The Kioa Island Meeting House utilises a hybrid mix of
vernacular and Western construction methodologies
that has proven successful in withstanding category 5
cyclones.

Key details (via talanoa with Noleen Billings):
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Built by the local community in solesolevaki with the
direction of a mataisau
Locally sourced native hardwoods have been milled to
create the roof structure
Primary structure is mechanically fixed with purlins and
roof linings attached using traditional twine
Traditional timber notching techniques have been used
to successfully stabilise joints
Major posts appear to be embedded in a part height
in situ concrete perimeter wall presumably
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Vakasobuduru
Vakasobuduru, which means ‘to put down the first post’ is
an event that is officially marked with celebration by the
community. It is a milestone in the construction of a building
or home. In pre-colonial days, buildings were consecrated
by burying men – especially enemy warriors – in the post
holes of the building. Now the ceremony marks community
approval of the building.18 For the purposes of this project,
it marks the continuation in the exploration of the building
phase of this project as we endeavour to put down the first
post of Lewa and Ropate’s home.

Vakasobuduru
(first post)
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The following concept drawings encapsulate our current
thinking regarding a hybrid model of construction to be
further explored and investigated. We will engage our
clients in talanoa around these designs and continue to
explore and investigate the viability of these technologies
in collaboration with our advisors. As we map out in more
detail the local availability of natural resources and the
practicalities of processing them we will be simultaneously
designing our procurement process, one which is highly
collaborative but flexible. Design collaborations as well as
prototyping and workshopping of construction processes
may need to occur digitally depending on the trajectory of
the pandemic in both Fiji and Australia.
Ultimately we seek to continue a form of ‘collaborative
action research’16 which enables us to design and build a
home that centres Lewa’s daily experiences.
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Vakasobuduru
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Vakasobuduru

Concept Plan

Concept Section and Elevations
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